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An Erdos-Ko-Bado Theorem for Integer Sequences of Given Rank
KONRAD ENGEL AND PETER FRANKL
For positive integers k and n define E (k,n)={a=(a\> . . . ,an):ajE{O,I, . . . ,k-I}, i=
I, . .. ,n} and E,(k,n)={aEE(k,n) :Laj=/}. A subset ~cE(k,n) is called a r-intersecting
family (I;;' 1 is fixed) if for all a,b E ~ there exist I coordinates it> ... , i, such that aj), bj) ;;' 1
holds, j = I , . . . , t. We determine the maximum size of r-intersecting families in E (k, n).
The simplest example for a I· intersecting family in E,(k, n) is provided by ~/(I) =
{a E E/(k, n): aj ;;'1, i = 1, . .. , I}. We prove the existence and determine the value of At such that
for all A< At, 1= LAnJ the maximum size of a r-intersecting family in E,(k, n) is equal to
(1- o(l» I ~/(I)1 for I fixed and n -+ 00. On the other hand this is no longer true for A> At . It is
shown that for A> At there exist r-intersecting families in E,(k, n) containing almost all members
of E,(k, n).
1. INTRODUCTION
Suppose k and n are positive integers, k ~ 2, and E (k, n) =
{a=(al> .. . ,a"):aiE{O,I, . .. ,k-I}, i=I , . .. ,n}. One can define a partial order on
E(k, n) by setting a::S;; b iff a,« b, for all i. The rank of a E E(k, n) is defined by r(a) =L ai'
As a partially ordered set E (k, n) is the product of n chains oflength k -1. The I-th level
of E(k, n) is defined by E,(k, n) = {a E E(k, n): r(a) = I}. Its size l¥t(k, n) = IE,(k, n)1 is
called the l-th Whitney number. Note that for k=2, E(k, n) is just the Boolean lattice,
the family of all subsets of an n-element set X, E,(k, n) = (~) . Given a positive integer t,
a family f¥ c E (k, n) is called t-intersecting if for all a, b e f¥ there exist t coordinates
is, ... , i, such that ail' bi) ~ 1 holds for j = I, ... , t. Define
e(k, n, t) =max{If¥I: f¥ c E(k, n), f¥ is t-intersecting},
e,(k, n, t) =maxj] f¥1: f¥ c E,(k, n), f¥ is t-intersecting}.
It is trivial to prove that e(2, n, 1) =2"-1 holds.
KATONA THEOREM [9].
{
L (~) ifn + t is even,
( )
_ ;.. ( " + ' )/2 I
e 2, n, t - 2 L (n ~ I) ifn -I+ t is even.
i"(" - I + I)/2 I
Note that equality can be attained in (1) for f¥ = {Fe {I, 2, ... , n}: IFI ~ n; t}
and
{ n-I+t}f¥= FC{I, ... ,n}:IFn{I,2, ... ,n-I}I~ 2 '
(1)
respectively. Moreover, Katona showed that this is the only way to attain equality in (1)
for t~2.
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ERDOS-Ko-RADO THEOREM [3].
( n - t)e/(2, n, t) = holds for n ~ no(1, t).1- t (2)
It follows from results of Frankl [5] and Wilson [12] that (2) holds if and only if
n ~ (1- t +1)( t +1), moreover, for n> (1- t +1)( t +1) the only way to attain equality in
(2) is taking alII-subsets containing a fixed t-subset. In [7] Greene and Kleitman mention
that the determination of e/(k, n, r) appears difficult already for t = 1.
THEOREM 1.1.
{
L (~)(k-1)j ifn+tiseven,
e(k, n, t) = P'(:::)/2 ]
( n+t- l) (k _ 1)(n+t- l)/2+ L (~)(k-1)j ifn+tisodd.2 j>(n+t)/2 ]
Note that the case t = 1 is a consequence of a result of Erdos and Schonheim [4].
Let A be fixed and put 1= lAnJ. Throughout we suppose 0< A< k -1. Define ~/( t) =
{a E E/( k, n): aI, ... , at~ I}. Let At be the unique positive solution of the equation x +x 2+
... + X k-1 = 1/ t and define
k-l
L iA:
A*= i=1
t 1+At+' .. +A~-I'
THEOREM 1.2. Suppose A< A:. Then for k and t fixed and n ~ 00
holds. Moreover, (4) is no longer true ifA> A:, in particular for A> Af we have
e/(k, n, t) = (1-0(1» W,(k, n).
(4)
(5)
We shall derive Theorem 1.2 using the Erdos-Ko-Rado theorem. However, we need
some auxiliary results concerning the average number of zeros in members of E/(k, n).
Recall that 1= lAnJ. Note that the function g(a) = L~':-: iai/L~':-~ a i is monotone increas-
ing and continuous in [0, (0), g(O) =0, g(oo) = k-1. Let a = a(A) be the unique positive
solution of the equation
LEMMA 1.3. Given e > 0, the number of sequences a E E/( k, n) containing less than
((1- e)/(1 +a +... +a k - 1»n or more than ((1 + e )/(1 +a +... +a k - 1»n zero coordinates
is exponentially small (in n) with respect to IE/(k, n)l.
Let us mention that some related results for integer sequences were obtained by Frankl
and Fiiredi [5] and by Moon [10]. Analogous results for subspaces of a vector space and
for subcubes of a cube were obtained by Hsieh [8] and Engel [1], respectively.
OPEN PROBLEM 1.4. Determine the exact value of e/(k, n, t).
Erdos-Ko-Rado theorem
2. A REDUCTION ARGUMENT
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For a E E(1e, n) define the support of a by S(a) = {i : a j> O}. Similarly, for fF c E(1e, n)
define S(fF)={S(a): aE fF}.
PROPOSITION 2.1. A family fF c E ik; n) is t-intersecting if and only if S( fF) is t-
intersecting.
This proposition implies that if fF is maximal and A E S( fF ) then fF should contain all
a E E (k; n) with S( a) = A. To a given A there are (k _1)IAIchoices for a E E (Ie, n) satisfying
S(a) =A. This implies
PROPOSITION 2.2.
eik, n, t) = max{ L (k _1)IAI: .s4 C 2{1,...,n l, .s4 is t-intersecting}.
Aed .
For fF c E,(1e, n) and A E S(fF), one can add to fF all a E E,(1e, n) satisfying S(a) = A.
This gives "'t-IAI(k -1, IAI) possibilities, yielding:
PROPOSITION 2.3.
e,(1e, n, t) = max{ L "'t-IAI(k -1, IAI): .s4 c 2{l ···.,n}, .s4 is t-intersecting}.
Ae d .
Note that in both Proposition 2.2 and 2.3 the terms in the sum depend on IAI only.
Thus the determination of etk; n, t) and e,(1e, n, t) is a particular instance of the following
PROBLEM 2.4. Given a function f: {a, 1, ... , n}~ IR. Determine
m(f, n, t) = max{ L f(IAI):.s4 c 2{l'····nl , .s4 is t-intersecting}.
Ae d
We mention that by a result of P. L. Erdos, Frankl and Katona [2] m(f, n, 1) is attained
on l-intersecting families of a special type.
Since (k - 1) i is a monotone increasing function Theorem 1.1 is a corollary of the next
result.
THEOREM 2.5. Suppose that for t ~ i < (n + t)/2,f(i) ~f(n+ t - i -1) holds. Then
( n':--;~ l )f( n + t -1) + L (~)f(j) ifn + t is odd.2 2 j > (n+I )/2 ]
m(f, n, r) =
(n)I . f(j)j;;"( n + I)/ 2 ] ifn + t is even,
PROOF. In fact this theorem is an easy consequence of the following inequality due
to Katona [9]: Let us set a(i)=I{A E .s4: IAI = i}l . For all t ~ i < (n + t)/2,
a (i ) + a (n + l-i-l ) ~ ( n )
n+t-i-1
holds.
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Since f(i) :S;;f(n + t - i -1), we infer
a(i)f(i) + a(n+t-i-l )f(n + t- i -1):S;; ( n. )f(n+ t- i -1).
n+t-I-l
If n+ t is even, then adding up these inequalities for t « i:s;; (n + t)/2 -1 and noting a(i)=°
for i < t, we obtain
I. a(i)f(i):S;; I (~)f(j).
i=O j"" (n+t )/2 ]
In the odd case we obtain the same RHS of the inequality, but from the LHS the term
a((n+t-I)/2)f( (n + t -1)/2) is missing. Thus we need
(
n-t )a((n+t-I)/2):s;; n+~-t
to conclude the proof of Theorem 2.5. This, however, is an easy consequence of the
Erdos-Ko-Rado theorem: if A, A' Ed, IAI = IA'I = (n + t -1)/2 then the condition IA n
A'I;;;. t is equivalent to ({I, ... , n} - A) n ({I, ... , n} - A') ~ 0, and we may apply (2) to
the complementary family.
3. THE PROOF OF LEMMA 1.3
First we derive a lower bound for IE,(k, n)l. Note that
(l +x+· .. +xk-tr =I W,(k, n)x' (6)
holds. Let us set Pi= a i/I;:~ a', i =0, . . . , k - 1. By definition I Pi = 1 and I ipi = A hold.
Thus we may choose n.for i = 0, ... , k-1 so that Ini- Pinl:s;; 1, I ni = n, and I ini = 1. (Try
it with no= lponj, ... , nh = lPhnj, nh+t = rph+tnl, . . . , nk-t = rPk-tnl, where h is chosen
such that I ni = n. If then I in.> 1 carry out suitable exchanges of the form ni -+ ni+ 1,
ni+t -+ ni+t-1.) Expanding (6), we infer
n!~:s;; W,(k,n).
Il nil
i=O
Using Stirling's formula (n! - .J21Tn (n] er), and the choice of ni we obtain for Pi= n.] n
k -l
a= I a i
i=O
C k -t C an
-Lk-J(a'/a)n n - (ia' /a )n ----0-:----::-:-=
= (k- I)/2 · a ,- . a - n(k- I)/2 ~An'
n i=O ...
Erdos-Ko-Rado theorem
Putting back a = 1+ a + ... + O' k - I :
c (1+0'+ " ·+O'k-I)n
l¥,(k,n)~ (k- I)/2 ' An
n a
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(7)
Let us note that with more complicated counting one can replace n(k- I)/2 by ..;n in (7),
however, the present inequality will be sufficient for our purposes.
Next we derive an upper bound for the number of a E E,(k, n) which do not have the
right number of zeros. Let us denote by z(a) the number of zeros in a: z(a) = I{i: a, =O}i.
Also set Wi.E=I{aE E,(k, n): z(a)e [(1- e)pon, (1 + e)pon]}l. Let us consider the poly-
nomial distribution with probabilities Pi = a i / a, i =0, .. . , k - 1. Set also qo= 1- Po. If we
repeat a binomial trial with outcome 0 or 1 and respective probabilities Po, qo independently
n times, then the probability of the event that the number ofzeros is smaller than (1 - e)pon
or greater than (1 + e )pon is bounded by (1 + 5)-n where 5 = 5(e, Po) is a positive constant.
Therefore the contribution of the terms containing pg with be [(1- e )pon, (1 + e )pon] to
1=(Po+PI+" '+Pk-I)" is at most (1+5)-n. Multiplying by an we infer
( a ~) n~ (kt n O'ji{a E Ej(k, n), z(a) e [(1- e )pon, (1 + e )pon]}11+ u j~O
> O"W~E'
Consequently we have
(8)
Comparing (7) and (8) the statement of the lemma follows.
4. THE PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
Suppose ~c E,(k, n), ~ is t-intersecting. Recall that a was defined to satisfy A =
I ia i/I a i where summation is over O:os; i < k. Thus A< A1 implies a < At. Consequently
a + a 2 + . . .+ a k - I < 1/ t holds.
Thus Lemma 1".3 implies that z(a) > tn/(t+ 1) holds for all but an exponentially small
portion of a E E,(k, n). Since we are aiming at a bound (1 +o(1»I~,(t)1 and because of
!E,(k, n)1 = O(nt)I~,(t)l, we may assume that all a E ~ satisfy IS(a)1< n/(t+ 1).
By the Erdos-Ko-Rado theorem the number of j-element subsets in S(~) is at most
(j~t~ for j<n/(t+1), and by our assumption it is 0 for j~n/(t+1). Thus 1~I:os;I~,(t)1
follows, proving (4). If A>A1, take ~1={aEE,(k,n):IS(a)n{1, ... ,t+2}i~t+l}.
Clearly ~I is t-intersecting and a little computation using Lemma 1.3 shows that I~II>
(1 +o(1»I~,(t)l·
Finally, if A> At, then Lemma 1.3 implies that almost all a E E,(k, n) satisfy IS(a)1~
(n+t)/2, thus we may take ~2={aEE,(k,n): IS(a)I~(n+t)/2} to prove (5).
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